
 

PlayMonster™ Races Ahead in the Active Play Category with Ultra Dash™ 
  

Kids Move Fast When the Colors Flash!  
Game to be Unveiled for First Time at North American International Toy Fair 

 
  
 

February 18, 2017 — BELOIT, Wis. – Ready, Set, Race! PlayMonster 
LLC will introduce for the first time Ultra Dash™, the newest 
addition to its Active Play game line, during the North American 
International Toy Fair in New York, February 18‒21, 2017 at booth 
#435. 
 
A follow up to the popular Hyper Dash game, Ultra Dash provides a 
thrilling rush of excitement as kids race to match the color of the 
flashing light on their tagger to the color of the targets! Each time 
kids play it’s a different game because the order of color flashes 
randomizes, plus kids can rearrange their target course however 
they want. 
 
Ultra Dash has three game modes: Beat the Clock is a race to hit all five targets and see which 
player is fastest; Target Tally allows players to choose their time and then race to see how many 
targets they can hit in that time; and Relay Race is team vs. team, with each player racing to hit 
five targets and then passing their tagger to the next player. The first two games can be played 
as single player, with kids trying to beat their own time or target-count. 
 
Designed for one or more players or teams, ages 6 and up, Ultra Dash will be available in June 
2017 for a suggested retail price of $19.99‒$24.99. 
 
About PlayMonster LLC  
Beloit, WI-based PlayMonster is a toy and game company that believes in the power of play to 
make a positive difference in people’s lives. Delivering great play value by designing, 
manufacturing and marketing quality products like the award-winning The Game of THINGS…®, 
5 Second Rule®, Mirari®, Stinky Pig™, Yeti in my Spaghetti®, Farkle, Chrono Bomb®, OK to 
Wake!®, Lauri®, Stratego®, Roominate™, My Fairy Garden™ and Wooly Willy® is how 
PlayMonster helps keep play alive for all ages. 
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